POINT/COUNTERPOINT

he internet has had a huge positive effect on birding and birders.
The rapid two-way exchange of
information now possible has opened up
myriad avenues and opportunities to all observers, no matter their level of expertise or
whom they know personally. In many ways it
has helped level the playing field between
expert and novice. Unfortunately, the internet has also brought a number of undesirable
changes to birding. It is my hope that the
thoughts presented here will help to expose
some of these negative trends and possibly
lead to some level of reform.

Paul Lehman
P.O. Box 379
Cape May, New Jersey 08204
lehman.paul@verizon.net
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First, here is a partial list of positive effects of the internet, which are
many and mostly self-evident:
• Rapid dissemination of news on rarities, migration events, and the like.
Remember the days of phone trees that easily broke down, personal notification systems available only among a group of friends, and telephone
rare-bird-alert (RBA) taped messages that were updated perhaps only
once weekly? Compare that to the other extreme we have now: I recently read a post from someone who apologized at 1:00 p.m. that she had
taken “so long” getting the news out on a bird that she had found midmorning! We have come a long way indeed.
• Effective publicity for bird clubs and other related organizations, including meeting and conference information and conservation updates.
• Online discussions of a wide variety of specialty topics, such as field identification, seabirds, and tropical birding. Also, personal websites and
blogs that allow bird photographers, both professional and amateur, to
share their work with the world.
• Up-to-the-minute weather information crucial to successful birding (especially true at migration hotspots), as well as data collected from offshore waters (e.g., wind and swell) important to pelagic birders.
• Electronic libraries that make numerous books, magazines, and journals—many otherwise hard-to-find and/or too expensive to purchase—
readily available.
• Up-to-date reviews of everything from birding equipment and books to
tours. And of course there are even more websites where one can purchase such goods and services.
• Citizen-science databases that act as repositories for huge quantities of
sightings (e.g., eBird, Project Feederwatch, and the Christmas Bird
Count).
The list goes on. Suffice it to say, the influence of the internet on birding
and birders (and on many other aspects of our lives) is profound, mostly
positive, and here to stay.
But there is also a “Dark Side”—a term that seems appropriate because
many of these negatives are, indeed, the flip side of positive effects. Perhaps
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Few birding experiences can rival the thrill of finding an Ivory Gull.
But anyone can go online and find out all about the species (75,600
Google hits, increasing weekly) and even become a self-proclaimed expert
on its status and identification. Is that a good thing? This article and the
ones that follow in this Birding Point/Counterpoint address that question.

Ink on smooth Bristol, by © Steve Carbol.
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the most obvious negative is that too many people—especially young people—are spending too much time indoors at their
computer screens and not enough time in personal interaction
with other human beings, or outside appreciating and connecting directly with nature. What effects will the latter have
on the future of birding and conservation? There have been
many stories in the news about these changes in today’s culture. I admit that I am, like many others, at least partially addicted to e-mail and the internet. But online birding and email interactions are not a replacement for more personal interaction and even personal action.
More particular to the internet’s negative side are the following changes to the birding scene. Some are unavoidable;
others are not.

This is not to say that many of the old RBAs (and other information-sharing aspects of the “old days”) didn’t propagate
their fair share of misinformation; besides, they have their
own distinct problems resulting from time and cost constraints. But the internet—with its instant dissemination of information—has created new inaccuracies. Perhaps related to
this phenomenon has been an increase in the number of new
birders who learn mostly from online discussions and then
rush out chasing and reporting rarities on a regular basis before they have gained adequate field experience, learned the

Accuracy of Information
State, provincial, and regional e-mail lists open to everyone “in
good standing” are the great equalizers and allow for virtually
immediate dissemination of information. Unfortunately, a lot of
chaff is being spewed out in addition to all that wheat. Often,
little or no peer review, even informally among colleagues, occurs before news and ideas are posted. Most lists are unmoderated. Misidentified birds are reported frequently. Field marks
said to be diagnostic are not. Photos presented for discussion
may generate all sorts of inaccurate analyses. Driving directions
to rare birds may be inaccurate; or worse, details on access limitations or restrictions (e.g., private property, restricted parking
or visitation hours) for such species are neither resolved nor
posted before large numbers of birders have descended upon
the site. Many tape-recorded phone RBAs have gone out of
business because of the internet. Although those RBAs were
very “slow” by comparison, that same time-lag often allowed
for the needed vetting of some reports, for properly working
out occasional access issues, etc.

Yellow Bittern. Attu Island, Alaska; 17 May 1989. © Jim Burns.

Broad-billed Sandpiper. Shemya Island, Alaska;
September 1986. © Dave Sonneborn.

In the “good ole days,” which lasted until the mid-1990s,
news of avian records from Alaska spread relatively slowly
throughout the ABA Area. Many birders waited for months
to read about rarities in ornithological journals or for
reports to reach them by word of mouth.
Great Spotted Woodpecker.
Attu Island, Alaska; May 1996. © Dave Sonneborn.
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common species, and gained some grounding or a stabilizing
hand from a mentor or other more seasoned field companion.
Information that folks post on e-mail lists—covering
everything from identification to distribution to taxonomy to
behavior—is, well, “uneven.” While lots and lots of birders
share tons of good information, there is also a good deal of
misinformation. There are some pontificators and a handful
of self-appointed internet experts (some of whom have only
limited field experience) who state both accurate and inaccurate “facts” almost daily. Because many birders who subscribe to e-mail lists typically know each other only online,
there is often a limited feel for the reliability of a given person’s opinion. Many observers accept most of this posted information as the truth. As Artemis Ward said, “It ain’t so
much the things we don’t know that get us in trouble. It’s the
things we know that just ain’t so.” Hence, a bit of healthy
skepticism is a good thing. For sure, everyone is duped from
time to time. And when such misinformation is posted on a
regular basis...

Correcting Misinformation
What percentage of this incorrect or misleading information is
ever publicly corrected? Ten percent? Much of it isn’t withdrawn because the errant party feels embarrassed, or is unaware that it is false or misleading. But much more information is not corrected because many of us are trying to be kind.
We do not wish to publicly point out errors and embarrass the
poster and discourage that person from future internet discussion or even from birding in general. As a result, we either
write to these folks privately or not at all. I would encourage
more open questioning of posted information, along with retraction of statements as needed, but always carried out in as
tactful a manner as possible. On the flip side, those who post
information should be less sensitive to legitimate criticism and
learn not to take offense too readily; this is especially true for
those reporting sightings. Yet people who constructively point
out such errors or propose alternate, more-likely identifications for some claimed rarities are sometimes criticized or
otherwise incur the animosity of others. It is not infrequent
for a “corrector,” no matter how gentle the correction, to be
attacked. Often these attacks include accusations of elitism
rather than actual discussion of the topic at hand. Perhaps the
wide-open internet, where any bird sighting may be posted
without any level of prior screening, is particularly attractive
to those who resist any such review, be it by a records committee, regional editor, or so on.

If you’re out
birding and come
across a really rare bird—say,
a Streak-backed Oriole at a Mojave
Desert oasis—do what people did long,
long ago: Pick up the phone and share the good
news. Zzyzx, California; 13 October 2006. © Bob Steele.

next mega-rarity rather than actually being out in the field
birding? Yes, news of rare birds spread via the internet is free
and simple, and it reaches the most people with the least
amount of effort. But what about all those people not at their
computers (and who don’t own a BlackBerry), or at least those
who won’t be online until after it gets dark and it is too late to
chase the bird that day? I am hearing more and more horror
stories about these lapses. One fellow lived 20 minutes from a
just-discovered Ivory Gull, received no phone calls, and thus
did not hear about it until he turned his computer back on at
work the next day. So perhaps we can all use the hybrid approach: quick internet dissemination coupled with a few wellplaced phone calls so that more folks can see rarities or witness other real-time ornithological events such as major fallouts of migrants.

Internet or Telephone?

Reporting of Sightings

When it comes to the quick and confirmed spread of rare bird
news, don’t forget the telephone! After all, most birders are in
possession of that other big technological advance of the past
decade: the cell phone. Are we supposed to be chained to our
computer at all times awaiting immediate notification of the

More and more birders share news of interesting birds they see
and photograph only on the internet, and do not follow up
with reports of their sightings to the regional editors of North
American Birds and local journals. Perhaps some of these birders would not have reported anything otherwise. The belief
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spend the money to subscribe to local and
continental birding journals and magazines
because much of the news and information
is “too old.” But the data in those journals
are vetted and usually put in context—very
important for a true and accurate understanding. For some of those now-struggling
publications, their future survival may only
be online. There are advantages to online
magazines (e.g., cost, errors easily corrected, less paper used), and at least the refereed information remains archived forever—
or so one hopes. In general, though, the internet is not as reliable an archival medium. Yet some print
publications may not survive at all. Am I showing my Luddite
side by saying that I still enjoy the feel of a magazine or newspaper in my hands and that I embrace the continuation of print
media? Is this trend another example of society’s penchant for
quickness and immediacy sometimes trumping quality and accuracy? Certainly we should embrace the best of both.

Back in the dark ages of the mid1980s, at-sea photographs of rarities—such as this light-morph
Wedge-tailed Shearwater—were
discussed by only a handful of seabird
enthusiasts. Today anybody can join
the discussion, in popular online forums that are accessible to birders
worldwide. The value of such forums
depends critically on civil discourse,
careful analysis, and openness to
the ideas of others. Monterey Bay,
California; September 1986.
© Rich Stallcup / VIREO.

that one need only post sightings and do nothing else impacts
the accuracy of data gathered by birders. Reports on the internet are largely just that: reports. These sightings are not documented records, which are of substantially greater value in regional/continental journals and accurate databases utilized
both in other publications and in long-term projects that monitor bird populations. Although the number of photos of rarities has greatly increased, many bird records committees are
now seeing a negative trend in the quantity and quality of
written reports received. Rarely do posted reports include
enough detail to form a good document. And worse, unaccepted records that had been posted previously on the internet continue to have a life of their own and get referenced elsewhere nonetheless.
Perhaps many observers also believe that all regional editors have the time to sift through many hundreds of posts
over a three-to-four-month period from each of several lists
and find the needed information. In some states, a new problem is the fragmentation of existing e-mail lists, where
statewide sites are being abandoned in favor of more local
lists covering perhaps just one or several counties. This fragmentation is partly a “retro” shift to the (good? bad?) old
days when birders birded in semi-vacuums and mostly
talked just to other locals.
Increasingly, regional editors do need to make surfing the internet for such reports part of their job, if they wish to be anything close to thorough in their summary writings. Editors and
records committee members can help by making the reporting
process as uncomplicated as possible for the large number of
birders online! But observers, in turn, should do their part by
directly conveying to regional editors and records committees
both sightings of rarities and reports that establish important
distributional information (late or early dates, high counts, irruptions, trends, etc.)—with documentation as necessary.

The Future of Print Journals
Will the internet spell the death of many carefully reviewed
print journals and magazines? I have overheard a few birders—
many of them just recently started out—saying that they won’t
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n sum, let’s use this new technology and all the great
things it does. But let’s also minimize the spread of misinformation. Some of the Dark Side is unavoidable, but
some is not. Let’s not lose a sense of decorous, civil communication because we can hide behind a computer screen.
Those subscribing to e-mail lists can be less defensive and
more receptive to questioning when reporting regional and
seasonal rarities. Those with experience and hard-won knowledge can question the questionable, but can do so gently and
with understanding—we were all “newbies” once. Those who
believe they have posted something in error should have the
courage to correct themselves. Such persons will only earn the
respect of others. Additionally, I encourage observers not to
stop after having posted a potentially important sighting, but
to send that information on to local compilers and birds
records committees. Such sightings will then be far more likely to become part of the permanent record.
Along the same lines, we should support local and national/continental journals by subscribing. The information thus
obtained will be more accurate and, importantly, put in context, allowing for better understanding. Finally, let’s get out
from behind our computers, meet and talk with friends, and
go birding.
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